On behalf of the National Creativity Network, rest in peace to our founder and our friend. You made us think, you made us laugh, and you made us stronger advocates for imagination, creativity, and innovation. Comfort and peace to your family and many friends.

The official announcement may be found on his website.

**QUOTES**

“Creativity is as important as literacy and numeracy, and I actually think people understand that creativity is important - they just don't understand what it is.” – Ken Robinson
“If you're not prepared to be wrong, you'll never come up with anything original.” – Ken Robinson

“I believe this passionately: that we don't grow into creativity, we grow out of it. Or rather, we get educated out if it.” – Ken Robinson

“Many highly talented, brilliant, creative people think they're not - because the thing they were good at at school wasn't valued, or was actually stigmatized.” – Ken Robinson

“The arts, sciences, humanities, physical education, languages and maths all have equal and central contributions to make to a student's education.” – Ken Robinson

“You can be creative in anything - in math, science, engineering, philosophy - as much as you can in music or in painting or in dance.” – Ken Robinson

“Whether or not you discover your talents and passions is partly a matter of opportunity. If you've never been sailing, or picked up an instrument, or tried to teach or to write fiction, how would you know if you had a talent for these things?” – Ken Robinson

“You can't be a creative thinker if you're not stimulating your mind, just as you can't be an Olympic athlete if you don't train regularly.” – Ken Robinson

**VIDEOS**

*TED Talks*

*TED Talks*

*RSA Animate*

Sir Ken Robinson: How to escape education's death valley (2013)
*TED Talks Education*

Sir Ken Robinson (still) wants an education revolution (2018)
*The TED Interview*

How to encourage creativity among students (2019)
*TED Ideas That Matter / CBS This Morning*

*King Rose Archives*

Ken Robinson: 10 talks on education
*Playlist / TED.com*
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# # #

This email is a free service of the National Creativity Network (NCN). The articles are from a variety of sources and, therefore, do not necessarily reflect the views of the
NCN. Despite our best efforts, links may fail without warning since each news source posts and archives its articles differently. We apologize for any inconvenience.

Have you found an article you’d like to share? Email the link to george.tzougros@wisconsin.gov.

# # #

The National Creativity Network believes that by fostering creativity in our society as a whole, and specifically with future generations, America can remain a leader in innovation and free enterprise. The very future of our communities and institutions depends on our ability to nurture and harness imagination to creatively solve problems. If creativity is to be nurtured, systems, institutions and networks must be transformed.

The opportunities that emerge to transform our nation are largely dependent upon the degree to which we are connected to each other. Our connection will become a catalyst:

- to enhance the flow of relevant information,

- and to improve the ease with which key nodes of creativity, be they in the domains of Education, Commerce, Culture or across disciplines, can gain access to the best thinking, best questions, and most successful practices as well as other resources their ventures may require.

Our strategy is to engage thought leaders across North America to create a powerful network for transformation.

Join Us!

For more information, please go to our web site or

National Creativity Network
133 West Main Street, STE 100
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
http://nationalcreativitynetwork.org

Visit our Facebook page and follow us on Twitter.